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If you need First Aid assistance, or to report an
incident or maintenance concern, please call
Mountain Patrol at 541-693-0911. Patrol rescue
may be time consuming in remote areas.
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EASIER TRAILS

MORE DIFFICULT TRAILS

FTL (FIRST TIMER LINE)
Length: 0.7 miles Average Slope: 7%
Our easiest trail, FTL is a wide, machine-built flow
trail that has just enough dips, rolls, turns and jumps
to help you progress as a beginner. It is specifically
designed to mimic what you will encounter on our
other downhill trails. Start here and progress to
lower Lava Flow once you build some confidence.

LAVA FLOW from Pine Marten lift
Length: 3.9 miles Average Slope: 7%
Our signature flow trail, Lava Flow is a wide and
long machine-built trail that begins in the lava rock
and transitions into the dense hemlock forest. Jumps
are built so that riders can get air or roll over them.

LAVA FLOW from Sunshine lift
Length: 0.8 miles Average Slope: 6%
Lower Lava Flow is our widest flow trail with rolling
terrain that best caters to riders who aren’t yet
ready for the upper mountain. Lower Lava Flow
features slightly more difficult turns, dips and jumps
than FTL to improve skills and confidence. Progress
to Blade Runner or upper Lava Flow.

T-BERG XC TRAIL
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Mt. Bachelor operates under a special use permit by the Deschutes National Forest. This facility
is operated in accordance with the US Department of Agriculture policy, which prohibits
discrimination on the basis of race, color, sex, age, disability, religion or national origin.

SWIZZLE STICK from Sunshine lift
Length: 0.12 miles Average Slope: 11%
Lava flow connector with beginner turns and flow.
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HANGER
Length: 0.6 miles Average Slope: 9%
This narrower, hybrid, single track flow trail features
steeper, banked turns and is a fun alternative to
middle Lava Flow.
BLADE RUNNER
Length: 0.4 miles Average Slope: 11%
A technical intermediate single track. Riders should
be comfortable on a narrow track with steep, tight
corners before riding this trail.
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CONE RUN
Length: 2.0 miles Average Slope: 6%
Cone Run is a fun ride with numerous wood
features and jumps. It transitions to a narrow
hand-built trail, crossing the steep Cinder Cone and
then returns to a machine-built flow as you work
your way back to Pine Marten.
DSM
Length: 0.4 miles Average Slope: 7%
Expect jumps, rolls and wood features on this flow
trail as it travels across the shady and denselyforested “dark side of the moon”.

BACHY WEST XC TRAIL

MOST DIFFICULT TRAILS

FOR YOUR INFORMATION
To participate in the activities associated with the
Mt.Bachelor Bike Park, you must:

RATTLESNAKE
Length: 1.2 miles Average Slope: 12%
A technical single track trail crossing a natural half
pipe. Expect sharp berms & natural rock drops
through tight trees.

ROCKFALL
Length: 0.8 miles Average Slope: 20%
Very steep & rugged, this extremely difficult trail is
for experts only. Expect several mandatory drops
and technical downhill terrain.

BIG WOOD
Length: 0.3 miles Average Slope: 21%
A rake it in and let it ride kind of single track with
wood features, steep pitches and a drop option at
the end.

REDLINE - future trail
Under construction, expected completion 2017.
Length: 1.3 miles Average Slope: 16%
This high speed, machine-built flow trail includes
technical early stages, advanced jumps, berms and
step ups.

Use this terrain at your own risk:

SKILLS PARK
Free for anyone with the proper equipment. This is a
great place to improve your comfortability on a bike
at any level. Beginner through advanced features
guarantee progression and fun!
Free ticket required.

Trail Closure Notice:

LAST CHANCE enduro trail
Length: 3.8 miles Average Slope: 7%
Our signature enduro trail is more difficult than its
average slope suggests. The technical single track
transitions to a machine-built flow trail lower down.

Wear a helmet
Purchase a lift ticket
Wear closed toe shoes
Have functioning front and rear brakes
Duel suspension bikes highly recommended

Mt. Bachelor Bike Park terrain may contain:
jumps, hits, wood and dirt ramps, banks, logs
and other constructed or natural features
Mt. Bachelor is not responsible for damaged
equipment
Some trails may be closed for construction. Visit
www.mtbachelor.com for current trail status.
Operations may be suspended or closed due to
lightning, heavy rain, ice or snow.

